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Foreign Debt Current Status
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Debt Structure
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Debt Structure
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Relevant Experience of Foreign Debt 
Swapping

Para. 4 of Article II of the Paris Club Protocol of 
7 March 2002 provides for a possibility of 
voluntary and agreement-based swap of a debt 
for environment, for assistance to a country, 
to company’s equity or for local currency, etc.



Relevant Experience of Foreign Debt 
Swapping

In the course of bilateral negotiations, we have repeatedly 
proposed a variety of swap transactions to our creditors as a 
result of which one of our major lenders – Germany signed, 
on 17 June 2002 as a part of financial cooperation 
arrangement, a Memorandum whose Article VII envisages 
“conversion of a debt in favor of additional measures 
essential for further development. The debt conversion 
applies to 50 % of consolidated amount (350 thousand Euro).
Additional negotiations in 2003 brought about reaching an 
agreement on channeling this amount for activities aimed at 
fighting TB.



Kyrgyz Foreign Debt Swap Operations 
Outlook

Framework under review

Under Para. 4 of Article 2 of the Paris Club Protocol of 11 
March 2005, the parties may, on a voluntary and bilateral 
basis, sell or swap a debt for environmental activities, for 
assistance to the country’s development, to state-owned 
company’s equity or perform other operations:
All loans provided in the ODA framework (431 mn USD);
20 % of loans amounts provided in the non-ODA framework
(25 mn USD);



Kyrgyz Foreign Debt Swap Operations 
Outlook

Priorities of debt-for sustainable development-swap

Priority sectors identified by the PRGF program:

Health care;

Education;

Projects targeting poverty reduction.

Debt-for-environment swaps:

Renewable energy sources;

Energy efficiency;

Nuclear wastes storage sites rehabilitation;

Fighting deserting and soils erosion;

Biodiversity and environmental protection;

Debt-for-equity swaps



Kyrgyz Foreign Debt Swap Operations 
Outlook

Mechanisms of foreign debt swapping 
transactions performance

Draft specific technical proposals with respect to projects in 
line with identified priorities;
Submit said proposals for review of relevant official 
authorities of a creditor;
Negotiate and arrive at agreement;
Make necessary amendments in legal and regulatory acts of 
Kyrgyzstan;
Create, if necessary, an independent coordinating body to 
ensure transparency in the project implementation process;
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